Press release
New CD.
Johan Sara jr.
-TransformingJohan Sara jr. is born and raised in Alta, and lives in Maze. He is now releasing
his twelfth album. This album is the second in a series of 3, a trilogy with sound
recordings taken from the coast of Finnmark. Sound/field recordings of the ocean,
birds, walking at land and beach and many other elements which are further
developed through a whole trilogy - dramaturgically, dynamically and
progressively. The concept of this release is to reflect the sea-sami life in
Finnmark through sound. An art work with a clear theme. This trilogy project is a
continuation of the Transmisson trilogy, which in turn reflects the Sami world in
the inner and high plains part of Finnmark.
Unlike No. 1 "Sea Sami, See" that contains only natural sounds, this release is a
further development of the natural sounds in an electronic direction. Acoustic
sounds are processed electronically and assembled to an entire composition of
approx. 1 hour. With clear sound, we will be taken to the coast of Finnmark. Long
timbres and quiet but intense periods, dynamic animal and bird sounds and the
mysteries of silence lead the listeners on an exciting journey on the coast of
Finnmark in spectacular nature. The music illustrates the interaction between man
and nature in a harsh and shifting clime. The story tells of a sturdy type of people
who has survived the harsh climate in the north through generations and where
the ocean gives and takes, but regardless of everything, the eyes are always
facing the ocean without worries about the situations of life. No.1 "Sea Sami, See"
illustrates the image on the sea. No. 2 "Transforming" on land. What will be No.3?
Pay attention!
Music: Composed and produced by Johan Sara jr.
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